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Abstract
Imitation learning is a promising approach for generating life-like behaviors of virtual humans and humanoid robots. So far, however, imitation learning has
been mostly restricted to single agent settings where
observed motions are adapted to new environment
conditions but not to the dynamic behavior of interaction partners. In this paper, we introduce a new imitation learning approach that is based on the simultaneous motion capture of two human interaction partners.
From the observed interactions, low-dimensional motion models are extracted and a mapping between these
motion models is learned. This interaction model allows the real-time generation of agent behaviors that
are responsive to the body movements of an interaction partner. The interaction model can be applied both
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to the animation of virtual characters as well as to the
behavior generation for humanoid robots..
Keywords: Imitation learning, motor learning, motion adaptation, interaction learning, virtual characters, humanoid robots

1

Introduction

Generating natural behavior for synthetic humanoids
such as virtual characters and humanoid robots in interactive settings is a difficult task. Many degrees of
freedom have to be controlled and coordinated so as to
realize smooth movements and convincing reactions to
the environment and interaction partners. A common
approach for the generation of human-like behaviors
is based on motion capture data. Movements recorded
from human demonstrators are replayed and possibly
slightly altered to fit the current situation.
So far, however, approaches based on real-time
adaptation of motion capture data have been mostly
restricted to settings in which the behavior of only one
agent is recorded during the data acquisition phase. As
a result, the mutual dependencies inherent to the interaction between two agents cannot be represented and,
thus, reproduced. During a live interaction, a synthetic
humanoid may not be able to appropriately respond to
the behavior of a human interaction partner.
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Moreover, due to recent developments in cheap motion capture technologies, e.g. the Kinect camera, there
is an increasing need for algorithms that can generate
responses to perceived body movements of a human
interaction partner. E.g. in gaming, a virtual character
should recognize the behavior of the human player and
respond with an appropriate reaction.
In this paper, we present a novel approach for realizing responsive synthetic humanoids, that can learn
to react to the body movements of a human interaction partner. The approach extends traditional imitation learning [BCDS08] to settings involving two persons. Using motion capture technology, the movements of a pair of persons are first recorded and then
processed using machine learning algorithms. The resulting interaction model encodes which postures of
the passive interaction partner have been obtained depending on postures of the active interaction partner.
Once a model is learned, it can be used by a synthetic
humanoid (passive interaction partner) to engage in a
similar interaction with a human counter part. The
presented interaction learning approach addresses not
only the question of what to imitate, but also when to
imitate (c.f. [DN02]).
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we
discuss related work. In Section 3 we introduce twoperson interaction models and describe how to learn
them from the simultaneous motion capture of two
interaction partners. Section 4 shows examples how
two-person interaction models can be applied to the
behavior generation of virtual characters. In Section
5, we discuss two alternative machine learning algorithms for training our two-person interaction models.
In section 6 we discuss the applicability of two-person
interaction models to humanoid robots briefly before
we finally conclude in Section 7.

2

Related Work

Motion capture has been widely used for animating
virtual characters. However, adapting the acquired
motion data to new situations is a difficult task that is
usually performed offline. In contrast, interactive settings as considered in our approach require the realtime adaptation of motion capture data. Some of the
previous approaches for this are discussed in the following.
In [YL10], for example, feedback controllers are
constructed that can be used to adapt motion capture
data sequences to physical pertubations and changes in
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-38565, ISSN 1860-2037

the virtual environment. The approach formulates motion tracking as an optimal control problem whereby
optimization methods derive parameters of a controller
for real-time generation of full-body motions.
Multon and colleagues [MKHK09] present a framework for animating virtual characters, where motion capture data is adapted in real-time based on
a morphology-independent representation of motion
and space-time constraints.
Ishigaki et al. [IWZL09] introduced a control mechanism that utilizes example motions as well as live
user movements to drive a kinematic controller. Here,
a physics model generates a character’s reactive motions.
Other work aims to adapt motion capture data
through the inclusion of inverse kinematics solvers,
e.g. [KHL05, MM05].
Generating natural looking motions is also a focal
point in the field of humanoid robotics. Researchers
have extended the concept of motion capture by introducing imitation learning techniques, which can learn
a compact representation of the observed behavior
[BCDS08]. Once a motion representation is learned,
it can be used to synthesize new movements similar to
the shown behavior while at the same time adapting
them to the current environmental conditions. Imitation learning, thus, aims to combine the advantages of
model-driven approaches, such as adaptability to unknown execution contexts, with benefits of data-driven
approaches, such as synthesis of more natural-looking
motions.
In an motion generation approach presented by
Calinon et al. [CDS+ 10] Gaussian Mixture Regression models and Hidden Markov models (HMMs)
are used to learn new gestures from multiple human
demonstrations. In doing so time-independent models
are built to reproduce the dynamics of observed movements.
In [YT08] the authors utilize recurrent neural networks to learn abstract task representations, e.g. pick
and place. During offline training a robots’ arms are
guided to desired positions and the teachers’ demonstrations are captured.
In recent years, various attempts have been undertaken for using machine learning in human-robotinteraction scenarios. In [WDA+ 12], an extension
of the Gaussian Process Dynamics Model was used
to infer the intention of a human player during a
table-tennis game. Through the analysis of the human player’s movement, a robot player was able to
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Figure 1: Use of two-person interaction models: Two humans’ live-motions are captured, e.g. using the Kinect
depth camera, and projected to a low-dimensional posture space. This space is used to learn a model of the
shown interaction which is then utilized for motion generation for a synthetic humanoid in real-time.
determine the position to which the ball will be returned. This predictive ability allowed the robot to
initiate its movements even before the human hit the
ball. In [IAM+ 12], Gaussian mixture models were
used to adapt the timing of a humanoid robot to that of
a human partner in close-contact interaction scenarios.
The parameters of the interaction model were updated
using binary evaluation information obtained from the
human. While the approach allowed for human-in-theloop learning and adaptation, it did not include any
imitation of observed interactions. In a similar vein,
the work in [LN10] showed how a robot can be actively involved in learning how to interact with a human partner. The robot performed a previously learned
motion pattern and observed the partner’s reaction to
it. Learning was realized by recognizing the observed
reaction and by encoding the action-reaction patterns
in a HMM. The HMM was then used to synthesize
similar interactions.
However, in all of the above approaches, the synthetic humanoid’s motion is generated from motion
demonstrations by only one actor. In contrast, the
approach presented below draws on the simultaneous
motion capture of two actors that demonstrate example
human-human interactions.

3

Learning Two-Person Interaction
Models

In this section, a novel interaction learning method is
introduced that allows virtual characters as well as humanoid robots to responsively react to the on-going
movements of a human interaction partner (see Figure
1). At the core of our approach is an interaction model
which is learned from example interactions of two huurn:nbn:de:0009-6-38565, ISSN 1860-2037

man actors.
The interaction model is built in three steps: (1) Interactions between two persons are recorded via motion capture; (2) the dimensionality of the recorded
motions is reduced; and, (3) a mapping between the
two low-dimensional motions is learned.

3.1

Motion capture of two-person interactions

In the first step, the movements of two people interacting with each other are captured. In general, the presented interaction learning approach is independent of
particular motion capture systems. For development
and testing, we used the Kinect sensor to record joint
angles.
The precision of the calculated joint angles depends
on the sampling rate. In general, low sampling rates
lead to small datasets lacking accuracy whereas high
sampling rates result in larger datasets with increased
precision. Also, higher sampling rates may lead to redundant joint angle values for slow motions. For the
behaviors used in this paper a sampling rate of 30fps
is used.
Recorded motions are very high dimensional as 48
joint angles are captured per actor. A problem that
arises when recording such motions is that not all measured variables are important in order to understand
the underlying phenomena [EL04]. Hence, dimensionality reduction should be applied to remove the redundant information, producing a more economic representation of the recorded motion. To this end, we use
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for construction
of a low-dimensional posture space [Amo10] which
will be explained further in the following section.
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important that every point in the input posture space
can be mapped to the output posture space and not
just a subset of points, e.g. points lying on the lowdimensional trajectory of the demonstrated movement.
In this way, the interaction model can also map postures that are similar to but not exactly like postures
seen during training.
In the following, two machine learning algorithms
with suitable generalization capabilities for learning
such mapping functions are described.
3.3.1

Figure 2: A low-dimensional posture space for a kick
behavior reduced to two dimensions with principal
component analysis. Every point in this space corresponds to a posture which can be reprojected to its
original dimensionality and adopted by a virtual human or humanoid robot.

3.2

Dimensionality Reduction

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to the
high-dimensional motion capture data to yield a lowdimensional posture space [Amo10]. PCA reduces the
dimensionality of a dataset based on the covariance
matrix of modeled variables. Dimensionality reduction is achieved by finding a small set of orthogonal
linear combinations (the principal components) of the
original variables depending on the largest variance.
Previous results indicate that for most skills 90% of
the original information can be retained with two to
four principal components [ABVJ09]. Each point in
the posture space corresponds to a pose of the synthetic humanoid as illustrated in figure 2. Accordingly,
a trajectory in posture space corresponds to a continuous movement. Hence, new behaviors can be created by generating trajectories in the posture space and
projecting these back to the original high-dimensional
space of joint angle values [Amo10].

3.3

Two-Person Interaction Models

A two-person interaction model is the combination of
two low-dimensional posture spaces with a mapping
function from one posture space to the other. It is
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-38565, ISSN 1860-2037

Feedforward Neural Net

Learning input-output relationships from recorded
motion data can be considered as the problem of approximating an unknown function. A Feedforward
Neural Net (FNN) is known to be well suited for this
task [MC01].
In our experiments, we use a simple FNN consisting of three layers, i.e. an input, a hidden and an output
layer. How many neurons the hidden layer consists of
and which connectivity value has to be used, depends
on the recorded motion data. In general, the net should
just have enough neurons to fit the data adequately
while providing enough generalization capabilities for
complex functions. We use 10 neurons in the hidden
layer since we found that this fits the data adequately
while retaining generalization capabilities for unseen
low dimensional points. More neurons could increase
generalization but also increase the risk of overfitting
the data.
For the training of a FNN Levenberg-Marquardt
backpropagation is utilized and all points from the
low-dimensional trajectory of the active interaction
partner are used as training data. Overfitting is avoided
by using early stopping. For that low dimensional data
is divided into two subsets: for training and testing.
The training data is used to adapt the nets weights
and biases. The test data is utilized to monitor the validation error. This error normally decreases for a number of iterations. When it starts increasing again, this
indicates overfitting and the training is stopped.
Generally, not only the current posture but also its
history is necessary to determine an appropriate response. As FNNs have no short-term memory, the input to the FNN cannot be limited to the current posture. Instead, the FNN takes as input a sequence of
low-dimensional postures, i.e. the current posture and
a number of history postures.
The labels (output) of the net are all low-
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Figure 3: Multiple human postures are mapped on single robot/virtual human posture. Input to both nets
(Left: FNN; Right: RNN) are the low-dimensional postures from a sliding window over time, i.e. the current
posture with a history of preceeding postures. The output is the low-dimensional posture that represents the
robot’s/virtual human’s response to the currently observed posture.
dimensional points on the low-dimensional trajectory
of the second, reactive interaction partner. Figure 3
shows how a sequence of postures is mapped onto a
single output posture using an FNN.

den neuron feeds back to all hidden neurons. This
embodies the desired short term memory. The hidden layer is updated not only with the current external
input but also with activations from the previous timestep. This allows the usage of smaller sliding windows
and, therefore, less input neurons. In our experiments
3.3.2 Layered Recurrent Neural Network
the amount of neurons in the hidden layer is the same
Strict feedforward neural nets have no short term as for feedforward neural nets.
memory and cannot store history postures. Desired
memory effects are only created due to the way how
past inputs are represented in the net. Hence, a sliding
window has to be used. And, thus, the amount of inFor training, we use Bayesian regulation backpropaput neurons increases with each additional pose by the gation. Training examples are low-dimensional points
number of dimensions of the low-dimensional posture of the active partner’s movements and their mapping
space.
onto low-dimensional points on the trajectory of the
To circumvent this problem we utilize layered re- reactive interaction partner (see figure 3). The trained
current neural nets (RNN) [Elm90] which have proven RNN defines a continuous mapping from the input
to be well suited for modeling various temporal se- posture space to the output posture space while prequences [FS02, YT08, NNT08]. RNNs have a feed- serving the temporal context of the recorded interacback activation in the hidden layer where each hid- tion.
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-38565, ISSN 1860-2037
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Figure 4: Two different punches and defenses have been used to learn an interaction model. Left: A low punch
is defended with both arms pointing downwards. Right: A high punch is defended by pulling both arms up for
defense.

4

Examples

In the following, we describe two examples where two
persons are recorded while performing martial arts.
The first interaction is a combination of punches varying in height with proper defenses. The second scenario consists of different kicks also with suitable defenses. For both behaviors, a virtual human learns to
block the attacks with the trained defenses.
The motions of both the attacker and the defender
start and end in an upright position with both arms
stretched. The Kinect sensor was used as motion capture device in both examples.

4.1

Punching

In the first example a two person interaction model is
used to generalize various punches and continuously
compute motions for a defending virtual character. For
that, two behaviors have been recorded. The first is a
sequence of low punches at stomach level where the
defender stretches his arms forward to block the attack. The second behavior consists of high punches at
face level where the defender had to pull up both arms
for a proper defense. In the center of figure 4 both
punches with their defense motion are shown.
The training of the mapping algorithms is based on
these two recordings. For each behavior, three repetitions of the respective punching style and their defense
are captured. Then, the motions are projected into low
dimensional space which can be seen in figure 4 for
both interaction partners.
All low dimensional points of the behavior trajectourn:nbn:de:0009-6-38565, ISSN 1860-2037

ries are utilized to train both mapping algorithms. In
our experiments a 10 point pose history for FNNs, i.e.
a 0.66 second window, has proven to be well suited.
For RNNs good learning results have been achieved
with only two points in the history.
For live-interaction with a virtual character, the
user’s current posture is captured at 30fps and projected into the previously created low-dimensional
posture space. In combination with previous points a
sequence of history poses is used as input for the mapping algorithm which predicts a low-dimensional point
in the virtual character’s posture space. The resulting
point is then projected back to its original dimension
and used as target pose for the virtual character.
Figure 5 shows how the learned two person inter-

Figure 5: The image shows three punches for a user
driven avatar (red skeleton) and the calculated virtual
characters defense motion (blue skeleton). The user’s
motion on the left and right were similar to the ones
used for model learning. However, the punch height
in the middle has not been trained explicitly. Still, the
learned model can calculate plausible motions.
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Figure 6: Two different kicks and defenses were used to learn an interaction model. For low kicks the defender
needs to crouch down in order to reach the attackers leg.
action model calculates the postures of a virtual character (blue skeleton) depending on postures obtained
by a user driven avatar (red skeleton). The left and
right of the figure display a newly recorded user motion similar to the ones used to train the mapping algorithm. However, the motion displayed in the center
of the figure exhibits a punch height that has not been
trained explicitly. Nevertheless, the interaction model
can calculate suitable motions for the defending virtual
character.
With the learned mappings, the virtual character can
defend itself against the trained attacks. A clear differentiation between punching heights has been learned.
Even for varying punch heights, the virtual human can
still respond with correct defense motions.

4.2

of a hidden layer with 10 neurons. Addtionally, the
size of the pose history has been set to 5 for FNNs and
2 for RNNs respectively.
For a live interaction with the character, the user’s
current posture is once again fed into the mapping
algorithm and an appropriate pose for the defending
character is predicted. Figure 7 shows a user controlled character repeating various kicks which where
similar to the ones used to drive the nets training. Additionally, a kick height (figure 7 center) not present
in the recordings was performed. Since, varying kick
heights of the attacker result in different low dimensional points, the virtual characters trajectories are located in the range of the previously recorded motion.

Kicking

In the second example a two-person interaction model
is learned from various kicks allowing a virtual character to defend itself with suitable defenses. For that
two different kicks have been recorded. The first is a
low kick where the defender needed to bend its knees
in order to reach the attackers’ foot. The second is a
higher kick which was defended with an upright position (see figure 6).
For model learning both attack styles were performed three times and combined in a single animation. Since each motion started and ended in an upright position, an enclosed trajectory is created in lowdimensional space, as can be seen in figure 6.
This 4-dimensional posture space contains enough
information to reconstruct animations with a negligible error. The neural nets were configured to consist
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-38565, ISSN 1860-2037

Figure 7: A learned interaction model is used to calculate a virtual character’s defend motions (blue character) based on a user controlled avatar (red character). The kick heights on the left and right are similar to the ones obtained during training. However, the
kick height in the center was not present in any recording. Nevertheless, the two-person interaction model
can generate suitable motions for the defending virtual
character.
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Figure 8: Euclidean distances are used to validate both mapping algorithm’s qualities. Here, the graph shows
distances for a novel punch data set. As it can be seen RNNs exhibit a smaller overall error.
For all three kick heights the virtual character
learned when to defend itself using a crouched defense
and when to block in an upright posture. In both cases
the arms need to block the attacker’s leg at the right
time. For similar kicks, yet with different heights,
proper defenses are generated by both FNN and RNN.
The interaction model that has been learned during
this example allows the control of a virtual character
based on demonstrations of only two variants of the
behavior. The character is controlled continuously in a
low-dimensional space and the model is robust to unseen user postures. Since the executed behaviors are
based on human motion data, a life-like appeal of virtual characters can been produced.

5

posture histories unnecessary. However, we found that
by the inclusion of a small number history poses, i.e.
two additional postures, smoother responses are generated by the RNN. Figure 9 shows the prediction for
training data with various history sizes. As can be
seen, the overall response time of the synthetic humanoid increases if additional postures are used to predict the character’s pose. We found that 2-point histories, i.e. the original point and two previous points,
represent a good compromise between fast response
times and high smoothness of the generated movements. This corresponds to the works of Ziemke et
al. [Zie96] which came to a similar conclusion. The
combination of recurrence and a small sliding window
tends to work best.

Comparison of Mapping Algorithms

The interaction models for the examples were learned
with both mapping algorithms described above, i.e.
FNN and RNN. In order to evaluate the quality of
the mappings, the Euclidean distances between desired
and trained low-dimensional points are measured, e.g.
the training error. For that we recorded another punching example that is similar to the original human motion. A comparison of the resulting error is shown in
figure 8 for the punching example.
Overall, we found that both mapping algorithms
produce similar results. However, FNNs tend to exhibit weaker generalization capabilities. With varying
interaction learning scenarios, differing net sizes were
used in order to minimize the training error. Since the
required size is hard to determine beforehand a cumbersome, trial and error process is inevitable.
In contrast, RNNs are more tolerant towards untrained inputs and no architecture changes have been
required throughout the examples. Furthermore,
RNNs maintain a short term memory, which renders
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-38565, ISSN 1860-2037

6

Applicability to Humanoid Robots

Two person interaction models can also be used to
control humanoid robots, although an additional processing step to adapt the resulting motion is necessary.
It is generally known that human motion cannot be
transfered to robots without further optimization and
is generally referred to as the correspondence problem
[ANDA03]. To overcome this the low-dimensional
trajectory of the defender has to be altered to fit the
robot’s kinematic chain and stability constraints. For
that we utilize an inverse kinematics solver.
The two-person interaction model thus maps the
original low-dimensional movement of the attacker
to the adopted low-dimensional movement of the defender (robot). The learned interaction model is then
used to predict robot postures depending on observed
user postures. As can be seen in figure 10 a Nao robot
successfully mimics the demonstrated defense behavior.
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Figure 9: A pose history improves the overall mapping quality. The figure illustrates how various sizes influence smoothness and response time for the punch behavior of a RNN. With increasing history sizes the net’s
prediction is shifted to the left, leading to larger response times but at the same time smoother motions are
generated. We found that three points, i.e. the original point and two previous points in the posture history
produced the best results.

Figure 10: Utilizing a two-person interaction model, a humanoid robot can react to the on-going behavior of
a human interaction partner. The robot’s motion is controlled by a low-dimensional mapping which preserves
temporal coherences of the trained behavior.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a new approach for teaching
synthetic humanoids, such as virtual characters and
humanoid robots, how to react to human behavior. A
recorded example of the interaction between two persons is used to learn an interaction model specifying
how to move in a particular situation. Two machine
learning algorithms have been implemented to establish a mapping between (low-dimensional) movements
of the two persons: Simple feedforward neural networks (FNN) and layered recurrent neural networks
(RNN). While the FNN requires a large sliding window of current and recent body postures as input, the
RNN can store previous poses in its internal state and
thus can produce appropriate responses with a small
sliding window of history poses. In our experiments,
the RNN performed slightly better than the FNN.

ory, no explicit segmentation of the seen behavior into
separate parts is required. The responses of the synthetic humanoid are calculated continuously, based on
learned mapping between the body postures of the observed humans. As a result, the interaction model
can generalize to different situations while at the same
time producing, smooth continuous movements.
Our method can be used to learn how to control
synthetic humanoids from observation of similar situations between two humans. This can help to significantly increase the realism in the interaction between a
robot and a human, or a virtual character and a human.

So far, however, our approach is based on joint angle data and, hence, response generation is based on
similarities in joint-space. However, in order to more
accurately reflect critical spatial relationships between
the body parts of the interaction partners, motion synthesis could also be based on optimizations in taskIn contrast to previous approaches to interaction space. By doing so, we could also better account for
modeling found in computer animation and game the- varying body heights of both interactants.

urn:nbn:de:0009-6-38565, ISSN 1860-2037
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An interesting addition to the current approach [DN02]
would be a higher-level component for planning and
strategic decision making. This could, for example, be
realized through a combination of our approach and
the approach of Wampler et al. [WAH+ 10]. We also
hope to model multiple possible responses per stimulus. In our current setup each movement of the human [EL04]
can trigger only one possible response of the virtual
character. A mixture-of-experts approach [RP06], in
which several interaction models are combined, can
help to overcome this problem.
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